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------------ Defiance, Ohio

------ This Time, This Year

--- Share What You Got (2003) 

------------ Tabbed by ExoM7

Guitar 1: Acoustic
Guitar 2: Electric

- Chords:
C     (x 3 2 0 1 0)
G     (3 2 0 0 0 3)
Am    (x 0 2 2 1 0)
Em    (0 2 2 0 0 0)
F     (1 3 3 2 1 1)

+-- Verse 1 (0:00)

Bass (throughout verse)
    (C)  (G)  (Am) (Em) (C)  (G)  (F)    
1st:------------------------------------|
2nd:----------------2-------------------|
3rd:-3---------0---------3--------------|
4th:------3-------------------3----1----| x6 

Electric guitar 
1st:---------------------------------------------|
2nd:---------------------------------------------|
3rd:--------------------------------10-/9-/7-/5--|
4th:---------------------------------------------|
5th:---------------------------------------------|
6th:---------------------------------------------|

---

Electric guitar
1st:----------------------------|
2nd:-----5-6--5-6-5-8--6--5-----|
3rd:-5-7---------------------7--|
4th:----------------------------|
5th:----------------------------|



6th:----------------------------|

1st:-8-7-5--------------------------|
2nd:-------8-6-5----5------6-5------|
3rd:-------------7----7-5------7-5--|
4th:--------------------------------|
5th:--------------------------------|
6th:--------------------------------| 

x5

---

Bass (end of verse)
    (C)  (G)  (F)    
1st:----------------|
2nd:----------------|
3rd:-3--------------|
4th:------3----1----| 

Lately mornings feel like I m not winning

like I know a lot, lots of missing

There s a skyscraper takeover on 8th and Broad 

and I can t explore out of fear

The same old fears and the same old doubts 

like why dancing scares the hell out of me 

And astrology says it will be fun to forget last year 

in the new year and you re so sweet reminding me 

of all that I can do alone

+-- Chorus (1:17)

     F          G
This time, this year, 



   C           G           Am      G           F
is bigger than us, it goes on long after we re gone 
                                         (This town) 
             G
has taken it all out of us

C       G           Am          G                 F    
made us new made us look at our lives through new eyes

              G
I love you in so many ways 

    C            G        Am       G           F
you taught me to give, to lose, to love, to be lost, 

    G           C    G    Am   G   
and now, how to want

+-- Verse 2 (1:40)

C               G
And I held your shoulders

Am              Em
we cried in the dark 

C             G                    F            
that was last year, and we were so scared

C                G
So when it comes march

Am              Em
will we march together? 

     C                      G                    F
Ride bikes to the river and wreck them along the way

+-- Chorus (2:00)

     F          G
This time, this year, 

   C           G           Am      G           F
is bigger than us, it goes on long after we re gone 
                                         (This town) 
             G
has taken it all out of us

C       G           Am          G                 F    
made us new made us look at our lives through new eyes



              G
I love you in so many ways 

    C            G        Am       G           F
you taught me to give, to lose, to love, to be lost, 

    G           C    G    Am   G 
and now, how to want

+-- Bridge (2:21)

 C

    (n.c.)
1st:-3---1---0---|
2nd:-1---1---1---|
3rd:-------------|
4th:-------------|
5th:-------------|
6th:-------------| x2

1st:-3---1---000-000-000-000-|
2nd:-1---1---111-111-111-111-|
3rd:-------------------------|
4th:-------------------------|
5th:-------------------------|
6th:-------------------------|

+-- Chorus (2:44)

     F          G
This time, this year, 

   C           G           Am      G           F
is bigger than us, it goes on long after we re gone 
                                         (This town) 
             G
has taken it all out of us

C       G           Am          G                 F    
made us new made us look at our lives through new eyes

              G
I love you in so many ways 

    C            G        Am       G           F
you taught me to give, to lose, to love, to be lost, 

    G           C   
and now, how to want
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